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statement via screenshare. The individuals were not permitted to download or take screenshots of the 

statements. All proposed changes or clarifications were reviewed by the external investigators to 

determine whether an adjustment would be made. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Jayne Swingen is the Human Resources (HR) Director for the Wisconsin DOJ. She is responsible for 

directing the function of the human resources department that includes, but is not limited to payroll, 

benefits, hiring, retention, investigation of workplace issues, intake of reports of personnel issues, and 

resolution of workplace issues. She has served in this role since approximately June 2015.  

On January 7, 2019, Attorney General (AG) Josh Kaul was sworn into office. This led to changes in 

leadership and reporting structure. From approximately January 2019 until October 2019, Jayne reported 

directly to Deputy Attorney General (DAG) Eric Wilson. Beginning November 2019, Jayne began 

reporting to the newly hired Division of Management Services Division Administrator (DA) Erika 

Monroe-Kane. The allegations of misconduct occurred at various points from approximately January 

2019 to December 2019.  

II. STATEMENT SUMMARIES 

Each witness was individually interviewed by the two external investigators. The following are 

summaries of the interviews, not factual findings, limited to the information related to the allegations: 

a. Jayne Swingen 

 

Jayne Swingen became the HR Director for DOJ in June 2015. After the election of Attorney 

General (AG) Josh Kaul, she initially reported to DAG Wilson until Erika Monroe-Kane was 

hired in approximately November 2019 as the new DA of the Division of Management Services 

(DMS).  

 

Jayne described her working relationship with DAG Wilson as excellent. When Jayne reported to 

DAG Wilson, she had weekly meetings with DAG Wilson. In her role, Jayne kept a running list 

of HR issues to discuss with DAG Wilson at their weekly meetings. Jayne also freely contacted 

DAG Wilson when personnel or HR issues arose. Jayne indicated that she does not have the 

authority to make decisions regarding employee discipline or next steps on reports of employee 

misconduct. Jayne asserted that she does not have the authority to begin a disciplinary process or 

investigation into issues of alleged discrimination or employee misconduct. Jayne stated that 

DAG Wilson and Chief of Staff (COS) Ashley Viste hold the decision-making authority 

regarding employee discipline, next steps on reports of employee misconduct, and investigations. 

Jayne stated that she provides input from the HR perspective. Jayne also indicated that Corey 

Finkelmeyer, Deputy Division Administrator (DDA) of the Division of Legal Services (DLS), is 

often consulted on employee discipline and personnel matters. Jayne described Corey as the go-to 

attorney for the DOJ regarding employment matters. Jayne said that DAG Wilson has made it 

clear that investigations occur only as a last resort. Jayne said that if she believes that a matter 

should be investigated, then she must check with DAG Wilson and get his approval before 

commencing an investigation. Jayne indicated that in matters involving investigations the average 

time from receiving a report to resolution is lengthy. Jayne expressed that she must go to DAG 

Wilson regarding basic personnel issues such as attendance. Jayne stated that under the prior 

administration she felt able to address minor personnel issues with supervisors. 
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Jayne provided two documents to support her lack of authority to address personnel matters and 

her assertion that DAG Wilson and COS Viste must be consulted on basic personnel issues. The 

first document is dated July 12, 2018 and is a letter providing an updated list of authority 

delegations within the Wisconsin DOJ under the former AG.2 The first section of the letter 

provides authority to designated executive team members for all forms of employee disciplinary 

action including termination as well as leave without pay. The July 12, 2018 letter has a second 

section delegating authority to DAs “to take disciplinary action through employee suspension, but 

not including termination.” The July 12, 2018 letter also outlines a third section that delegates 

authority to Jayne and the Assistant HR Director to sign personnel documents regarding 

appointments, certifications, reclassification, reallocation, pay, LTE forms, moving expenses and 

the like. The second document is dated December 6, 2019 and is an updated list of authority 

delegations by AG Kaul that was issued in response to the hiring of Erika Monroe-Kane as DA of 

DMS.3 The December 6, 2019 letter contains the same language as the July 12, 2018 letter issued 

under the prior administration. The December 6, 2019 contains only two sections. The first 

section provides that DAG Wilson and COS Viste have authority for all forms of employee 

disciplinary action including termination as well as leave without pay. The second section 

provides the same outlined authority as seen in the third section of the July 12, 2018 letter for HR. 

The third section delegates authority to the DA of DMS and Jayne to sign personnel documents 

regarding appointments, certifications, reclassification, reallocation, pay, LTE forms, moving 

expenses and the like. The December 6, 2019 letter does not provide any authority to DAs to 

handle employee discipline or personnel matters. 

 

Jayne averred that there is no formal process outlining the decision-making process or the steps 

for determining when an investigation or a disciplinary process should or should not occur. Jayne 

stated that she presents the employee issue or reported misconduct to DAG Wilson and 

sometimes COS Viste and then DAG Wilson decides on next steps. Jayne indicated that this was 

done verbally at their regular weekly meeting or an additional scheduled meeting if necessary. 

Jayne asserted that she could move forward only after a decision from DAG Wilson, which often 

included a meeting with DAG Wilson and Corey. Jayne outlined the process as follows: a 

complaint/report comes in and she calls DAG Wilson, DAG Wilson will decide next steps on the 

telephone call or Jayne will present the complaint/report at a meeting or there may be a 

combination of phone calls and meetings. The meeting may include HR representatives and the 

employee’s direct supervisor as well as DAG Wilson and Jayne. Jayne noted that DAG Wilson 

may also hold a separate meeting to talk through the decision to proceed with an investigation.  

 

Jayne asserted that the average decision time on personnel issues is lengthy and may involve 

multiple individuals’ review. Jayne gave an example of a current employee issue that had been 

going on approximately six weeks without resolution on next steps. Jayne acknowledged that this 

matter was complicated by the current ongoing investigations, but still noted the delay. Jayne said 

that there have been multiple meetings, but no resolution for the employee making the complaint. 

Jayne provided an additional example that occurred prior to the current investigations and without 

any related complications. Jayne stated that the employee issue was raised in approximately May 

or June 2019 and involved a male employee in the Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI). 

Jayne said that this matter was resolved approximately six months later in January 2020. 

 
2 A copy of the July 12, 2018 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
3 A copy of the December 6, 2019 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 






































